Connecting people,
technology and nature
The GO OutdoorTable brings the culture of the communal table outdoors
with access to power on or off the grid. This powerful new platform for
outdoor activity creates a focal point and a gathering place in settings
where people live, learn, work, care, play and travel. In standing or dining
heights, with or without stools or chairs, GO invites people to sit, stand or
lean in postures that suit the purpose.

More than
meets the eye
GO has an appealing
sleek and simple profile
that enables multiple
functions. Its smooth,
flat top provides an ideal
surface for writing while
its rounded edges provide
a comfortable perch for
hands and arms when
using laptops and tablets.
Its aluminum material
dissipates heat, keeping surfaces comfortable
to the touch even in hot
climates. And its frame,
hollow like an airplane
wing, channels technology out of sight to power
the activities at hand.

Inside out
GO supports work, study, catching up and hunkering down in seamless
transition from indoors to out. A natural for informal, spontaneous use,
GO is where the advantages of visual and virtual connection meet the
proven benefits to mind, body and spirit of taking it outdoors.

The hub where it happens
GO is a welcoming destination in a tech-connected world. Long
rectangular tables are comfortably “joinable” by individuals and groups.
Integrated power invites users to boot up and re-charge. With the
canopy, GO becomes a spatial anchor that provides a sense of shelter,
glare reduction for better visibility on mobile devices, and capability for
lighting, solar power, and monitor mounting.

LIVE | LEARN | WORK | CARE | PLAY | TRAVEL | OUTSIDE
GO is an innovative solution for keeping people connected in the wide
variety of outdoor places where they want to be. It brings access
and amenity to corporate and college campuses, shared community
spaces, transit centers, healthcare facilities and recreational settings.

Hidden Power
GO understands power as the new destination in outdoor space. It is a
sophisticated design solution that enables people to recharge and reconnect
while deftly managing the technology that makes it possible. Power access
is near at hand but cleverly concealed, solar power storage is out of sight,
low-profile lighting and solar panel are integrated neatly into the canopy top.
Visually and virtually, GO delivers a richer outdoor experience.
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Hidden Power

A Display Mount and Power
Monitor mounting hardware
and power (special order)

GO understands power as the new destination in outdoor space. It is a
sophisticated design solution that enables people to recharge and reconnect
while deftly managing the technology that makes it possible. Power access
is near at hand but cleverly concealed, solar power storage is out of sight,
low-profile lighting and solar panel are integrated neatly into the canopy top.
Visually and virtually, GO delivers a richer outdoor experience.
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B Connection Box
For hardwired power
C Charging and Power
GFCI or USB outlets (USB shown)
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D Battery Tray
For solar power
E

Solar Panel
For solar-powered lighting and USB charging
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LED Lighting
Three elements recessed within canopy
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Standing Height Table
with Canopy

Standing Height
Table

Dining Height
Table

80" x 114" x 30"

40.5" x 114" x 30"

30" x 114" x 30"

OPTIONS
STANDING HEIGHT TABLE
Hardwired Power
• One or Two Power Garages
• GFCI and/or USB Outlets
STANDING HEIGHT TABLE WITH CANOPY
Hardwired Power
• One or Two Power Garages
• GFCI and/or USB Outlets
• Lighting
• Display Mount and Power (special order)

landscapeforms.com

Solar Power
• One or Two Power Garages
• USB Outlets
• Lighting

POWER SPECS

All power garages are UL-approved for outdoor use in all weather conditions
and available in the following configurations:

Two GFCI Outlets
(hardwired power)

Four USB Outlets
(hardwired power)
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Two USB Outlets
(solar power)
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